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January 16, 2024 

Ann E. Misback, Secretary 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
20th Street and Constirution Avenue NW., 
Washington, DC 20551 

ChiefCowisel's Office 
Attention: Comment Processing 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
400 7th Street, SW., Suite 3E·218 
Washington, DC 20219 

James P. Sheesley, Assistant Executive Secretary 
Attention: Comments/Legal OES RIN 3064-AF29 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20429 

Re: No1ice ofProposed Rulemaking, Regulatory Capital Rule: Amendments 
Applicable to Large Banking Organizations and to Banking Organizations 
with Significant Trading Activity; Federal Reserve Docket No. R-1813, RIN 
7100-AG64; OCC Docket ID OCC-2023-0008; FDIC RIN 3064-AF29 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA")1 and the 
Futures Industry Association ("FIA,"2 together with SIFMA, the« Associations'') 
appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Basel ill endgame proposal issued by the 
Board ofGovernors ofthe Federal Reserve System ("Federal Reserve"), Office of the 

1 SIFMA is the leading trade usociatiou for broker-dealers, investment banks and asset managers operating in the U.S. and global 
capital markets. On behalfofour industry's nearly l million employees, we advocate for legislation, regulation, aoo bu&inen policy, 
affecting retail and institutional investors, equity and fixed income markets and related products and service,. We serve iu an industry 
coordinating body to promote fair and orderly markets, inforoied regulatocy compliance. and efficient madcet operations 8.Jld 
resibe.nc:y. We also provide a forum for industry polk:y and professiooal development. SIFMA. with offices in New York and 
Washington, D.C., is lhe U.S. regio.nal member oftbe Global Fioa.oc:ial Markets Association. 

2FIA is the leading global trade organizatiOD for the futures, options and centrally cleared derivatives markets, with offices in 
Brussels, LoJldon, Singapore and Washington, O.C. FIA's membership includes cleering firms, e-xchanges, clearingbollses, trading 
firms and commodities specialists from about 50 cooolries, as well a11 technology vendors, lawyers ud other professionals serv.ing the 
industry. FIA's mission is to support open, transparent and cornpelitive markets; protect and enhance the integrity oflhe financial 
system; and promotehigh st&Ddards afprofessional co.a.duct. 
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Comptroller ofthe Currency ("OCC") and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
("FDIC," and collectively with the Federal Reserve and the OCC, the "Agencies").3 

This letter is focused on the adverse effects on the U.S. capital markets arising 
from the intended treatment of fee-and commission-based services under the proposed 
operational risk capital framework. These adverse effects would arise because the 
proposal would require banking organizations to hold capital against fee and 
commission-based activities, effectively without limit. To avoid this excessive 
calibration, the Agencies should modify the proposed treatment of fee and commission
based services to mitigate the likely adverse effects on capital markets. 

In addition, as proposed, the services component of operational risk would impact 
foreign banking organizations' ("FBOs") access to the U.S. capital markets through its 
treatment of inter-affiliate reimbursements for intermediate holding companies ("IHCs") 
of FBOs. The Agencies should therefore revise the proposal to exempt any 
reimbursement of an expense from a FBO parent entity to the same extent as asimilar 
expense under the fee and commission-based services component calculation. 

Although not discussed in detail in this letter, we also urge the Agencies to reduce 
the significant over-calibration of the broader operational risk framework, of which the 
services component is just one driver. Specifically, the Agencies should consider the 
recommendations set out in the comments submitted by the Bank Policy Institute ("BPI") 
and the American Bankers Association ("ABA ") in response to the proposal. 4 

We urge the Agencies to carefully review our comments on the services 
component of operational risk as part of a broader evaluation of the U.S. bank capital 
framework. We also encourage the Agencies to proceed cautiously, after making an in
depth analysis available to the public, before making changes to the framework as 
significant as those contained in the proposal. We believe that, given the serious 
analytical gaps in the proposal, including as highlighted in this letter, the Agencies must 
make available their economic analysis justifying the proposed requirements and re
propose the rule in full with a new 120-day comment period. The re-proposal should 
explicitly define the specific capital problems that need to be addressed and how a 
proposed solution would address them. The re-proposal should also contain a robust 
economic analysis that convincingly demonstrates the net social benefit of the proposed 
changes in a data-based and transparent fashion. 

I. Executive Summary 

The proposal would require banking organizations to use a standardized approach 
to calculate operational risk capital requirements under the expanded risk-based approach 

3 See Office of the Comptroller of the CWTency, Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, Regulatocy Capital Rule: Large Banking Organizations and to Banking Organizations with Significant Trading Activity, 
88 Fed. Reg. 64028 (Sept. 18, 20'23). 

4 BPI and ABA joint comment letter at 7-8 and 86-101. 
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as a measure of three components.5 The services component of the operational risk 
calculation would aim to capture fee and commission-based activities as well as "other 
operating" income and expenses associated with certain other banking activities. In 
particular, the proposal would impose capital charges based on the gross amount of 
income and expenses (whichever is larger) from, among other activities, retail brokerage, 
advisory services, custody, client clearing and similar fee-based businesses that rely on 
and are important to the functioning of the U.S. capital markets. In doing so, the proposal 
would result in an unnecessarily high calibration of required capital, which would be 
compounded by similar operational risks being capitalized under both the Stress Capital 
Buffer ("SCB,,) and the proposed standardized calculation for operational risk risk
weighted assets ("RWA") within the Enhanced Risk-BasedAppw.ach ("ERBA"). 

To address the over-calibration of operational risk capital requirements for 
activities arising from the ILD component, the proposal would both net ILD-related 
income and expenses and cap the overall measurement of these activities relative to a 
bank's total assets.6 In contrast. the proposal does not include any cap on or netting of the 
inputs to the services component, which the Basel Committee recognized as problematic 
in its 2014 and 2016 consultations. In its 2014 consultation, the Basel Committee stated 
that banking organizations specializing in providing fee-based financial services faced 
disproportionately high capital requirements due to the structure of the proposed 
framework.7 

The committee went a step further in its 2016 consultation by explicitly recognizing that 
the manner in which the services component was calculated would subject "banks with a 
high fee component ... [to] capital requirements that are too conservative relative to the 
operational risk faced by these banks."8One recent analysis expresses a similar concern 
as the Basel Committee, noting that "[l]arge businesses (as measured by the business 
indicator) would face significant Operational Risk RWA charges regardless of risk 
profile.'19 In its 2016 consultation, the Basel Committee proposed a solution to this 
problem for high fee-earning banking organizations,10 but ultimately did not adopt it. As 

5 The proposal would measure three components thatarc intended to capture a banking organization's business volume: the interest, 
lease and dividend C'llD") component; the financial compooe.lll; and, as most relevant to tlm letter, the services componenL 

6 The financial component would also net ielevant income and e,cpe11Ses to avoid inappropriaiely high capital requirements. 

7 Basel Committee on Bmkillg Supervision, Consultative Documem: Operotwnal Risk- Revisions to the Simpler Approaches (Ol.'t. 
2014) at 3-4, httm;//www.12j1&W®~2\H.pd!, In the 2014 Consullative Document, the Basel Committee stated that: "A SIDJIII 
number ofbanks thRt are highly specialised in fee businesses have been identified as facing adisproportionately high capital impact 
under the P,uslness indicator}. 1be problem stems from the structure oflhe [business i11di<:ator), which was designed to capture the 
operatiooal tisk profile ofa universal bank and does not lend .iUelf to accunle application ill the cue ofbanks engaged predominanlly 
in fee-based activities." 

• Buel Committee on Banking Supervision, Consultative Document: SuwJonlised Mea.ruremenl ApproarJifor OperalioMI Risk 
(March 2016) at 4, ht!12ii)I/W:WW,bi!i,org/bc-befoobl!~~~S.p4f ("2016 Consullative Document"). lo the 2016 Coosullative Document, the 
Basel Committee also proposed a different approach to the calrulation of the service., componenl, which lt dld not end up adopting in 
the Basel framework. 

9 See Morgan Stanley Research and OliverWy1DM, "Into the Great Unkno\\U," (Nov. 2023} at ll, 
ht!m;llill$!ll.ltlltS..'lt~alsa!?itwai,1<0~-wot1?CUfwicwwJQ'll/J.tl1:@64258Q~M-P9f 
10 The Basel Committee apecillcally proposed tbal a banking oq;anization with fee-based income or expenses that is greater lhan 50% 
ofthe finn's urwljusted business indiclltor would hold capital against 10% ofthe firm's fee-based income or expenses that exceeds 
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a result, the services component in the proposal remains overly conservative relative to 
the operational risks faced by banking organizations. 

Given the potential significant impact that this proposal would have on retail 
customers and other market participants, it is concerning to us that the Agencies have not 
conducted a thorough economic analysis to evaluate how the proposal's increased capital 
requirements on the financial services provided by banks would impact access to 
financial services or affect the U.S. economy. The Agencies have acknowledged that the 
proposal would increase costs on banking organizations but claim that "the economic cost 
of this reduction would be more than off set by the expected economic benefits associated 
with the increased resiliency of the financial system."11 The Agencies, however, failed to 
substantiate this point with detailed economic analysis. The Agencies have also estimated 
that the proposal would increase RWAs for operational risk by $1.950 trillion but have 
only accounted for $952 billion of that total as operational risk resulting from lending and 
trading activities.12 Thus, a significant portion of the $1 trillion shortfall is attributable to 
the services component of operational risk. 

The treatment offee-based income under the proposal, could have adverse effects 
on the U.S. capital markets by over-cal,ibrating relatively low-risk services, 
potentially impacting U.S. banking organir.ations' engagement in these activities. It 
would also contravene longstanding U.S. financial services policy. (Section II) 

• The absence of netting, capping, or an equivalent mitigating mechanism for the 
services component would result in the over-calibration of the capital treatment of 
these business lines. 

• U.S. banking organizations and FBOs operating in the United States are key 
players in the provision offee-based services that rely on and are important to the 
functioning of the U.S. capital markets. The Agencies should not reflexively 
implement the Basel standards without considering the unique aspects of the U.S. 
markets, the importance ofbanking organizations' roles in these markets and the 
potential for adverse effects on financial markets and the economy writ large. 

• The over-calibration of the services component could factor into banking 
organi7.ations' decisions about the extent to which, and on what terms, to engage 
in relatively low-risk fee-based activities that provide healthy diversification 
benefits. This over-calibration could accordingly have a significant impact on end 
users, including both retail customers (whether directly or indirectly) and other 
market participants. 

SO% ofits unadjusted business indic111or. 2016 Consultative Document at 4. The Associations do Dot endorse the 2016 consultation's 
solution and havepi:opc»ed our own approach to recalibratillg the services component that we believe would better address the issues 
rahed in this letter. Jlowt\'t'f, we hl!v-e mellliita lhc Bitset Conunitt~·s propo5Cd solution hen: fur illusuativc pwposes. 

11 88 Fed. Reg. 64028, 64167. 

11 Bank Policy Institute, The Trillion Doflar OmiJs/011 in Yice Chair Barr's Cost A110ly.si1 (Oct. 12, 2023). l'Jttp~:f~.wml!l,e•trillioo
i!oUar-omiasion-in•vire-ch:ur-bw-9lli·iltU!l:yiis!. 
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• The proposed approach to operational risk also would contravene decades of U.S. 
financial services policy, which has encouraged diversification in banking 
organizations' business models. 

• The Agencies have not provided sufficient rationale in support of the proposed 
approach or conducted an economic analysis to justify the departure from 
established U.S. financial services policy goals. 

The treatment of income from inter-affiliate reimbursements could have adverse 
effects on the U.S. capital markets by over-calibrating capital requirements for 
inter-affiliate services that provide FBOs with access to these markets. (Section III) 

• Because of the scope of the operating income and expenses input, the services 
component would subject inter-affiliate reimbursements that a U.S. subsidiary of 
a FBO receives from its foreign parent to an over-calibrated capital charge. The 
reason for this over-calibration is that the proposal (as well as the international 
Basel standard) allows for certain exemptions of expense items, such as staff 
salary costs and infrastructure costs, but does not correspondingly exempt income, 
including inter-affiliate reimbursement income, from similar items. As a result, 
the services component's treatment of income from inter-affiliate reimbursements 
would overstate the impact of transfer pricing mechanisms for IHCs. 

The Associations support the adopti,on ofan alternative approach to the calculation 
ofoperational risk for services related income and an exemption. of income from 
inter-affiliate reimbursements from the operational risk capital requirement. Tlte 
Agencies should also address the broader over-calibration ofoperauonal risk in the 
capital framework. (Secaon JV) 

• To address the excessive treatment of fee-based income under the proposal, we 
strongly urge the Agencies to consider the recommendations made in the letter 
submitted jointly by BPI and ABA in relation to the services component of the 
business indicator.13 To address the punitive treatment on inter-affiliate 
reimbursements, we recommend that the Agencies exempt income received from 
the reimbursement of services provided by a U.S. subsidiary to a foreign parent 
from the scope of the services component to the same extent as a similar expense 
would be exempted from the services component calculation. This revision would 
ensure consistent treatment of income and expenses for these internal transfer 
pricing transactions and common application of the rule. 

• The Agencies should also address other drivers of the broad over-calibration of 
operational risk capital requirements, including for banks with broad-based 
business models where the services component is not the primary driver of 
operational risk RWAs. Specifically, the Federal Reserve should modify its 
approach to stress testing of operational risk to reduce the over-calibration of risks 
that will occur through the combined effect of SCB and new minimum capital 

0 BPI and ABAjoint comment letter at 87-97. 
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requirements. The Agencies should also consider the adjusonents to the Internal 
Loss Multipher ("ILM'') and reductions in the coefficients within the Business 
Indicator Component ("BIC") that are outlined in the BPI and ABA letter.14 

II. The treatment offee-based i11come Utlder the proposal could have adverse 
effects on the U.S. capital markets by over-calibrating the capita.I treatment of 
relatively low-risk services, which couldfactor into U.S. banking organiwtums ' 
decisions ofthe extent to which and on what tenns to engage in these activities. 
It would al.so contravene longstanding U.S. financial services policy. 

A. Tbe proposed approach to fee-based income i) does not accurately 
reflect the risks associated with asset-light capital markets fee-based 
businesses, ii) could disincentivize banking organizations from 
engaging in these beneficial activities in the future, and iii) 
consequently may impact access to, and raise costs as.§OCiated with, 
capital markets services for both retail and institutional customers. 

The proposal fails to account for the lower risks associated with many fee-based 
business lines that rely on and are important to the functioning of the U.S. capital 
markets, such as retail brokerage, advisory, clearing, and custody businesses. As a result, 
the proposed treatment of fee-based income may factor into decisions about the extent 
and type of involvement of banking organizations in these businesses, potentially 
reducing the benefits that banks derive from engaging in a diverse range of activities and 
impacting access for a wide range of market participants, including retail customers. 
Given the importance of the U.S. capital markets to corporate funding and the 
accumulation of retirement income relative to other jurisdictions, any impact on 
participant access would be problematic. 

1. The services component is over-calibrated to the risks that asset-light 
fee-based businesses pose to banking organizations. 

Many fee-based capital markets businesses are asset light. Brokerage> advisory, 
clearing, and custody services by definition involve acting on behalf of customers to buy, 
sell, and safekeep securities and other financial instruments, without assuming principal 
risk. In these business models, it is usually banking organizations' customers, not 
banking organizations themselves, that ultimately own the assets and bear the investment
related risk for the underlying asset. Thus, these fee-based business lines do not present 
significant credit or market risks to banking organizations. 

Instead, the primary risk to banking organizations from fee-based business lines is 
operational risk. The operational risk resulting from these businesses, including those 
involving brokerage, advisory, custody, and clearing activities, is low or moderate for 
most banking organizations given their business models and/or the regulatory framework 

14 Id. at 86-87, 93-97. 
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to which these businesses are already subject. 15 The risks associated with each of these 
business lines vary to some extent, but are usually effectively managed. 

The services component of the proposal, however, is calibrated as if the 
operational risk from these activities were a significant threat to banking organizations' 
stability. The proposal would use size and volume of fee-based businesses as the sole 
proxy to determine the appropriate operational risk capital charge, regardless of the risk 
posed. Unlike for the ILD and financial components of operational risk, the proposal 
would not implement any limiting principle, such as netting or capping, to the services 
component ofa bank's activities. This approach is thus not appropriately calibrated to the 
actual operational risks posed by these business lines. 

Moreover, other aspects of the prudential framework, such as the GSIB surcharge 
and leverage and supplementary leverage ratios, are more appropriate tools to account for 
the size and volume of activities of a banking organization from a capital perspective. 
Therefore, the proposed operational risk capital requirement, and in particular the 
services component, should be more closely linked to the risks posed by various 
activities, rather than just the size or volume of the business activity. 

Below, we briefly describe each of these fee-based business activities to 
demonstrate the modest operational risks that they generally pose, which is further 
supported by a recent study comparing operational Joss rates of banking organizations' 
different business lines, including retail brokerage, advisory, custody, and clearing. 

• Retail Brokerage. Retail brokerage services generally involve the collection of 
customer assets, advice regarding asset allocation and diversification and the 
selection of securities, funds, and other vehicles in which customers invest their 
assets. In addition, retail brokers facilitate securities trades for their clients, and 
often rely on institutions providing clearing and custody services to settle and 
safekeep the underlying transaction and related assets. Given this business model, 
the operational risks posed by these brokerage services are modest and can be 
effectively managed by banking organizations. 

• Investment Advisory Senices. Investment advisory-based business lines, such 
as asset management or wealth management, involve low operational risks to 
banking organizations. When acting as asset managers, banking organizations are 
hired by investors to act as their fiduciary with respect to the allocation of capital 
on their behalf. Asset managers do so through an array of diversified investment 
strategies offered in a number of forms, including mutual funds, ETFs, private 
funds, and separately managed accounts. There is a clear legal separation between 
the assets of an asset manager and customer assets, which are often separately 
held by a custodian chosen by the customer, and asset management firms are not 

is The 2016 Consultative Document supports the notion thal these types offee-based businesses may pose lower operational risks, 
given that it rerogni7.es that "banks with a high fte component in respect to the overall [business indicatori amount have a very high 
[business iodicator] value which results incapital requirements that are roo conseIvative 1·ela1ive u, zhe operatio11al risk faced by these 
banks" (emphasis added). 2016 Consultative Documeut, supm note l•J at 4. 
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permitted to commingle the two.16 Similar to asset managers, wealth managers 
work with customers to achieve their financial goals in the short and long term, 
but do so by providing a more comprehensive set of investment advisory services, 
including investment management, financial planning, tax advice or estate 
planning, in exchange for a fee. Given these business models, investment advisory 
services generally do not pose significant operational risk as they primarily deal in 
the provision of advice - a fact evidenced by the very low operational loss rates of 
such services relative to other business lines examined in the recent study by 
ORX highlighted below.17 

-• . Custody. Custody services involve the settlement, safekeeping and reporting of 
customers' securities, cash and other assets for a variety ofcustomers, including 
mutual funds, retirement plans, bank fiduciary and agency accounts, bank 
marketable securities accounts, insurance companies, corporations, endowments 
and foundations, and private banking clients. While custody services can be more 
susceptible to operational risk given the amount of information and transactions 
processed on a daily basis, "effective risk identification and controls can greatly 
mitigate these risks. "18 A limited number of banking organizations specialize in 
custody services, and accordingly, are heavily invested in maintaining the strong 
policies and procedures, control environment and technology that act as essential 
risk management tools for this business line. These factors effectively mitigate the 
operational risks associated with custody services. 

• . CUent Clearing. The provision of derivatives, U.S. Treasuries, repurchase 
agreements. and equity clearing services by clearing members to clients provides 
access to central clearing, a key component of the global post-crisis financial 
services reforms, to those entities that cannot be or choose not to be clearing 
members. Clearing services are also a way for entities subject to the clearing 
mandate to meet their regulatory obligation. The current clearing models (1) aim 
to minimize credit exposure of the parties, (2) protect clients' initial margin 
contributions, (3) allow for prompt "porting" or close-out of a position if a 
clearing member defaults and (4) allow for prompt close-out of positions if a 
client default~. While clearing members typically charge a fee for the provision of 
this service to clients, they also get charged a fee by the exchanges and central 
counterparties ("CCPs'') for accessing their infrastructure and consuming their 
services. Not everyone can become a clearing member of a CCP, as CCP 
membership criteria are very strict, so only the most sophisticated and well
capitalized institutions act as clearing members. In addition, clearing members are 
subject to complex and detailed regulations which, together with the sophisticated 

16 See Securities Industry a.nd Finaocial Markets Association, The AssetMmuigeme,u lndu.st,y. https;flwww,sifma.,nlYm:; 
rontent/iWl2Dd.'<!2QlM)lfSIFMAAMGFas;tSh~-A•KtMana1m,Pof. 

11 ORX, "Basel mand Standardit.ed Approaches to Capital: Analysis ofORX Global Bankifig Data ill Response to Regulatory Capital 
Rtfotms," (Oct. 2023). h.t!ns'l/'l(J(,Qta/mt~trMM~.H.ii•ffi!•~t~ndWl.!~•1\!W:Qacheg-tJretpit~-W3. 

"See the Office ofthe Comptroller of the Currency, Comptroller's Handbook on Cuslody Services (Jan. 2002), 
ht\p,1:/fwww~.@vf!)llhlicatiops-an<l-~~i£ailon$/commmD~fi!!i!ll<:u~-~m'.l~sljmb-clt:c11i•oov
l/ID'Jw,ll<lt 
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contractual arrangements and comprehensive regulatory oversight, all serve as 
mitigants for operational risks that exist in the clearing ecosystem. 

The low or modest operational risks of these business lines are reflected in the 
results of a recent study that ORX completed in October 2023 investigating the relative 
riskiness of various fee-based business lines relying on twenty years of actual loss data 
for U.S. banks.19 As shown in Figure l below, this study found significant variations in 
operational loss rates among services-related business lines, but advisory, custody and 
clearing services were determined to have low operational Joss rates in the United States 
(with operational loss rates of advisory services being particularly low). While retail 
brokerage activities posed a higher risk based on its operational loss history, it remained 
lower than certain other banking activities. 

Figure 1: Loss Over Annual Smoothed Income at Business Line Level 2-U.S. Firms 

:;1~- -
:, .JR-------,,.------------------ . . J 

-----' 

Source: ORX. https:orx.org/resource/basel•iii-and-stan<laroised-approaches-10-capital-2023. 

Because retail brokerage, advisory, custody and clearing services are typically 
asset-light, the most effective way in which to regulate them is through a focus on 
customer protection mandates (which is largely achieved through existing securities, 
derivatives and commodities laws). These regulations protect end users and, in doing so, 
also lower the operational risks to market participants, reflected in the relatively low 
operational loss rates of these business activities in the figure above. 

The Agencies• proposed approach to the services component, which penalizes 
fee-based income based on size or business volume without any limiting principle (such 
as the actual risks posed by the business activity, which varies as illustrated above), 
should therefore not be adopted as proposed. 

u. Fee-based business lines offer a durable and diversified source of 
revenue for banking organizations. which may make these 
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19 ORX srudy at 6. 
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organizations less susceptible to the negative effects of market 
downturns. 

Fee-based businesses offer durable, diversified sources of revenue to banking 
organizations that are less susceptible to significant variation when faced with market 
volatility. Banking organizations rely on these sources of revenue as a strategy to weather 
the lower-interest environments and market volatility more generally.20 A recent study 
supports the view that banks that are diversified in a number of different ways, including 
in terms of their geographic footprint and diversity in certain business activities, have 
been able to lend more, reduce risk and stabilize their revenue streams, allowing them to 
maintain lending even during economic downturns.21 As a result, maintaining a robust, 
diversified business offering, including fee-based businesses, can help to support the 
safety and soundness of banking organizations. This business mix in turn benefits 
banking organizations' customers by providing access to a broad array of services, 
including during times of financial instability. Engaging in certain fee-based capital 
markets-related business lines can therefore accrue benefits for banking organizations, 
their customers, and the financial system as a whole. The operational risk proposal should 
be revised to take this into account. 

ill. The operational risk capital requirement may limit access and increase 
costs of brokerage, advisory. custody, and clearing services for both 
retail and institutional customers. 

The proposal could make certain fee-based business lines within a banking 
organization less economic, which could result in a business composition that is 
relatively less stable. Although the proposed approach to fee-based businesses should 
seek to address _relevaQt operational risks, it should do so without discouraging banking 
organizations' involveme.nt in these activities. The proposal may cause banking 
organizations to reconsider the scale and scope of their brokerage, advisory, clearing, and 
custody activities. If that occurred, the proposal could limit access to core services that 
rely on and are important to the functioning of the U.S. capital markets for both retail and 
institutional investors.22 Any reduction in the number of banking organizations that 
engage in certain business activities, such as clearing, may increase the potential for 
operational risk or exert pressure on the banking organizations that remain in the market. 
In this regard, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission noted, "[f]urther 
contraction of clearing members could increase systemic risk, and the associated 
reduction in the provision of clearing services is inconsistent with the fundamental 

20 See. e.g., Speech by Luis de Gulndos, Vice-President of the European Cenlnl Bllllk, Challenges for Bank Profitability (May 1, 
2019), !;t«@://\\'Wlf.bi;;,org/revkw/r}~2a.him: Bault of Iutemational Settlements, Financial Stability hnplications of a Prolonged 
Period of Low Interest Rates (July 20I 8), hUns:l/www,bjs,m:g./rubllcyfi61 .htm, 

21 See M. Gelman, I. Goldstein and A MadGnlay, Bank l)ivenificatum and Lending Resiliency (Apf. 17, 2023), 
titm#IPaPCll,arui,£21li~2l;.llu.A~m.gm71il?lin&i 14::::1HlJ.2Q. 
22 For ex.ample, one reuntanalysis noted that "[t)be significant divergeru:e in the impact (of the proposal) on SJJC!i,ific products could 
redefine who participates in certain wholesale baoking activities and lhe cost and quality of capital, liquidity, and broader services that 
corporate and inJtitutional clients receive." See Morgan Stanley Research and Oliver Wyman at 11. 
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reforms in Dodd-Frank."23 Reduced competition in the provision of fee-based services 
would thus increase risk in the broader financial system. 

In addition, the increased capital requirements associated with the proposed 
operational risk rules could force banking organizations to pass on the associated costs to 
their customers for various fee-based services. including through increases to 
performance, management, retainer, administrative, and other fees. These cost increases 
could inhibit ordinary Americans access to these services and, therefore, create a barrier 
to achieving their financial goals. As a result of increased costs, small institutional 
investors may end up shifting their investment strategies to lower cost alternatives, which 
could harm their financial outlook. These types of cost im,.,-reases or reductions in service 
offerings could also flow through to firms seeking to raise funds through the capital 
markets, inhibiting business growth. 

Further, the composition of tbe U.S. market should be considered when evaluating 
the over-all impact of the over-calibration of the services component of operational risk 
on retail brokerage. advisory, custody, clearing. and other fee-based services. For 
example, in other jurisdictions, banking organizations are less prevalent providers of such 
services relative to in the United States.24 Because the United States finances 
approximately 75 percent ofcorporate activity through the capital markets,25 the negative 
impacts on access to capital markets that would result from the treatment of fee-based 
income in the proposal would be significantly more harmful to the availability of funding 
to the real economy than in other jurisdictions. For this reason, the Agencies should not 
reflexively implement the international Basel standards without considering these 
differences and the potential for significant long-term adverse effects on U.S. financial 
markets and the economy writ large. 

B. The proposed approach to the services component of operational risk 
under the Basel mendgame contravenes decades ofU.S. financial 
services policy, which has encouraged diversification in banking 
organizations' business models. 

The proposed approach to the services component of operational risk may impact 
the extent to which, and on what terms, banking organizations engage in fee-based 
businesses that are important to the functioning of the U.S. capital markets. In addition to 
being hannful to banking organizations, retail investors, and other market participants, 
this potential result would contravene decades of U.S. financial services policy. 

23 See U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commiuion, Comment Letter regarding Capital Adequacy: Standardized Approach for 
Calculating the Exposure Amount ofDerh-ath-e C'.onttacts (Feb. 15, 2019), •;//www.cl'te,110v[!lite$/@fjgillffiles[.20l2·Q2/SA· 
fCR<&rnm.entt.mm.m ~12-~f. 

1-1 See Securities Industry and F.tnanc:lal Maikeu Associati-On. Blog Post. Our Markets (citing data from the New Financial Global 
Capital Markets Growth index). ht!;ps;/(,wroy,sifma.org!aoout/m1r-mgdwt~/: Securities lndlllltry and Financial Markets Associ1tion, 
Press R.elease, SIFMA Statemenl im .ProposedRule to lmpleme!II 1he BaselIll 'Enpgame' in the US. (June 27, 2023), 
htUM:!,(~...Jif!llA,9ff!tmsourees/new${sifm11-s1ateroem,:;oo-nt!XJ9ml.;rnk-AO;imtlI~men1·\'!le.::naw·tti·~nwt,m~in.:lli~:U-eL. 
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Specifically. for decades U.S. financial services policy has recognized the benefits 
of business diversification, including through banking organizations' involvement in fee
generating capital markets activities, like asset management and retail brokerage 
activities. In fact, U.S. policymakers and banking regulators have long viewed expansion 
into these types of activities as a buttress to the safety and soundness of banking 
organizations and as one of the key drivers of growth, especially when navigating 
economically uncertain times. On this basis, prior to the adoption of the Gramm-Leach
Bliley Act ("GLBA"),26 the Agencies recognized the benefit of. and tried to 
accommodate, the expansion into certain fee-generating business activities, such as asset 
management activities.27 Subsequently. in the lead-up to the eventual passage of the 
GLBA, a key theme in debates and discussions was the benefit of diversification for 
banking organizations, including from a safety and soundness as well as an end-user 
perspective, as reflected below: 

• In a 1987 report by the Congressional Research Services ("CRS"), which set forth 
the arguments for and against adopting the GLBA, the CRS highlighted that the 
additional securities activities ''that depository institutions [were] seeking [to 
engage in] [were] both low-risk by their very nature. and would reduce the total 
risk of organizations offering them -- by diversification. "28 

• In testimony before the Senate Banking Committee on the GLBA in February 
1999, then Comptroller of the Currency John Hawke stated that "[p ]roviding 
banks - large and small - the opportunity to maintain strong and diversified 
earnings through a range of prudently conducted financial activities is [a] ... 
critical component of safety and soundness. Historically, banks have been heavily 
dependent on net interest margins - generated through traditional lending - as a 
source ofearnings. This makes banks particularly vulnerable to changes in 
economic conditions."29 

• Similarly, during congressional debates relating to the GLBA, members of 
Congress highlighted the benefits of diversification of banking businesses, 
including "increase[ing] competition, promot[ing] innovation, lower[ing] 
consumer costs, and allow[ing] the United States to maintain its world leadership 
in the financial services industry."30 

26 Among other things, the GLBA made it permissible for banking organizations to engage in a more diverse amy of activitie$ from 
which they had previously been bam:d. 

27 See, e.g., Boan! ofGovernors oftbe Fedenl Reserve System, Interpretive Letter to First Union Corporation, (June 24, 1999), 
fillll'§.;ffj~:h4m.l;l~n,J,~OV!.il:l!2J~Q:\'c~llJ:~~~-

2& Congressional Research Service, Glass-S1eagall Act: Colll111efcial vs. Investment Banking {June 29, 1987), 
!:llWliLwww&V.ttl(C,[S~.£2mlfil§ll9~Mk2 ll;!§?QQl 7ZQ§§2Qee76ffi8ra2~t418f!.ld~~S~l1,2febl262~-11ill'.-

:19 Office of the CompuoBer of the CWl\lncy, Statement of John D. Hawke Jr.• Comptroller of the Currency before the Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, United Slates Senate (Feb. 24, 1999). https:f/www.occ,g9v/J1ews-i§!llmncc:,{congresfilonal• 
1£1tlmonv11992.1pub-teAt-1999-1}<'®l~. 
30 See United States House of Representatives, Conference Report on S. 900, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, CongteSsional Record Vol. 
145, No. 154 (Nov. 4, 1999). hfm~:t/www,copgmu·ovtconms~iond-rwrdf~2ll;me;,145!issue-l~se.\!Utionhrn,;Jrfill l 51'.HJ. 
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Since the adoption of the GLBA, banking regulators- both in the United States 
and abroad - have echoed and reinforced the basic policy imperatives underlying the 
GLBA. As reflected below, policymakers recently have underscored the benefits of 
banking organizations having a diversified business mix. in a similar manner to the 
debates of over 20 years ago. For example: 

• In response to questioning regarding the benefits of diversification of business 
lines among regional banks at a 2019 Brookings Institution event, then-FDIC 
Board member Martin Gruenberg stated that he believed "diversification is 
overall a plus, especially jfifs true diversification and you aren•t dealing with 
asset types or business lines that have a correlation with one another."31 

• In 2019 remarks, the European Central Bank Vice-President Luis de Guindos 
stated that: "Developing sustainable revenue streams beyond net interest income -
such as fee and commission income - remains vital in order to buttress 
profitability [for banking organizations] in the coming years." De Guindos further 
highlighted that "bank profitability matters for financial stability" and that "banks 
with poor structural profitability can face higher funding costs and may be 
tempted to take on more risk."32 

• Finally, in recent remarks regarding the Basel III endgame proposal, Federal 
Reserve Governor Michelle Bowman similarly spotlighted these benefits and 
highlighted the downside of increased capital charges targeting fee-generating 
businesses: "Diversification in revenue streams can enhance the stability and 
resilience of a bank. and excessive capital charges for these revenue-generating 
activities could create incentives for banks to roll back the progress they have 
made to diversify revenues. "33 

The Agencies have not provided any rationale in support of the proposed 
approach to justify this departure from established U.S. financial services policy goals. 
Nor have they conducted a robust economic analysis aimed at fully understanding the 
impact that the proposed approach would have on the banking sector or the U.S. 
economy.34 For example. the proposal does not account for approximately $1 trillion of 
estimated increase in operational R W As, a significant portion of which will be driven by 

31 See The Brookings luutution. Transcript from Recession Preparation: What Happens When a Bis Domestic Bank Fails? (Oct. 16, 
2019). ht1pt;//www,btookinguidu/wp,:<;Qtitenl/uw,oadll[JQ19!1Qw 2019!016 recmfon banb transcript,:sxlf. 

Ji See, e.g., European Central Bank. Spewt by Luis de Guindos, VJce•Pre$ident ofthe European Central Bank. Challenges/orBank 
Profitabilily (May 1. 2019).https;/fwww.eq,.91:rm;m,r;ul.prnn(kev/date/20191html/e4•,;ml90:5Ql-713:¼ss;I ~2,mi,html. 

33 See Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System, Statement by Governor Michelle Bowman on the Proposed Amendments to 
the Capital Framework (July 27, 2023). ~w,vw,ferunlJ;e~,&1,1v(n1,w~Vj,'.nt&!pryuxs:lsmseftlwyma1Mlaternent•2.QZ,ill7llJlml, 

~ In a joint trade association letter, SIFMA, BPI 1.11d other trade associations specifically highlighled the dearth of data and analyses 
exhibited in the Basel ill endgame proposal to advocate for its re-proposal. See Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, 
Bank Policy Instinne, et al., Comment Letter regarding Request for Re-Proposal of Regulatory Capita] Rule to Remedy 
Administrative Procedure Act Violations (Sept. 12, 2023). btll1$:/Jlmi.rom/y,rp-~uplo~sf202319fUI&tter-to-Atlencien·R11· 
Mi3tjng•fufgmJ!Jli&m·W3.02.1Z.vF,pdf; · 
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the proposed treatment of services related income35 The proposal also does not analyze 
the effect that the proposed services component would have on retail and other market 
paL1icipants' access to capital markets-based and related products and services, the 
limitations that the proposal could place on Americans' ability to save, or the impact that 
the resulting costs of the proposal could have on wealth creation and upward mobility for 
Americans. 

111. The treatment ofincome from inter-affiliate reimbursements could have 
adverse effects on the U.S. capital markets by over-calibrating capital 
requirements for inter-effiliate services that provide FBOs with access to U.S. 
capital markets. 

The proposed approach to the services component also would inappropriately 
include certain reimbursements ofexpenses that U.S. affiliates receive from their foreign 
parent within the scope ofthe "other operating income" element ofthis component. The 
result of this approach would be to subject IHCs to an over-calibrated capital charge on 
these reimbursements to the U.S. subsidiary. These reimbursements may be tied to the 
provision of ancillary services to better enable the foreign parents' access to the U.S. 
capital markets. Therefore, imposing this kind of charge on IHCs of FBOs may 
disincentivize their U.S. capital markets activities. In this regard, the effect that a broadly 
scoped "other operating income" element would have on capital markets activities of 
banking organizations could be similar to the impact of an uncapped and un-netted "fee 
income" element of the services component, as described above. The Agencies should 
accordingly adjust the approach to the services component so that IHCs can appropriately 
assess the capital requirements for internal transfer pricing frameworks. 

As currently proposed, the services component would result in the inconsistent 
treatment of income and expenses for similar transactions involving a foreign parent and 
U.S. affiliate. The proposal, as well as the international Basel standard, allow for certain 
exemptions of expense items, such as staff salary costs and infrastructure costs, from the 
"other operating income and expenses" element of the services component.36 In stark 
contrast, the proposal does not exempt income from similar items, including income 
received as part of a reimbursement from a foreign parent to a U.S. subsidiary, from the 
same element of the services component. So, for example, if a U.S. subsidiary provided 
services to a foreign parent, any income it received as reimbursement would be subject to 
a capital charge. If, on the other hand, the transaction was reversed and the U.S. 
subsidiary outsourced services to the foreign parent, expenses from this transaction could 
be excluded from the operational risk RWA calculation. This result makes little sense. 

This inconsistent treatment is particularly problematic for IHCs because 
reimbursements from transactions between a foreign parent and its U.S. subsidiary show 
up as income on the U.S. subsidiary's income statement. This income would then be 

ss Bank Policy Institute, The Trillion Dollar Omis.1·ion in Vice Chair lJorr 's Cos/ Aoo/ysis. 

36 The scope of"opera1ing income" sweeps b,oadly and aims 10 capture "rent and other income from other real estate owned ... [and] 
all other income items not currently itemized io the regulatory reports. which are oot included in other business indicator items and are 
not specifically excluqed from the business indica1or:• 88 Fed. Reg. 64028. 64-08'1 n.186. 
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factored into the operational risk RWA calculation through the "other operating income" 
element of the services component, without benefiting from an excJusion. Meanwhile, 
these reimbursements would not affect the calculation of the services component for U.S. 
banking organiz.ations because they are eliminated ftom domestic banks' balance sheets 
upon consolidation. As proposed, the treatment of income from inter-affiliate 
reimbursements under the services component would therefore overstate the impact of 
transfer pricing mechanisms for IllCs. 

Moreover, attributing a capital charge to a U.S. affiliate of a FBO is inconsistent 
with the risks posed to the U.S. affiliate. When a U.S. affiliate provides services to a FBO 
to help the FBO access U.S. capital markets, it is often the FBO - not the U.S. affiliate -
that bears the risk from the transaction, including for operational losses. The U.S. affiliate 
acts merely as a conduit and does not provide financial services to the client 

Not only is this treatment of income from inter-affiliate reimbursements illogical 
for the reasons described above, it could also have implications for the capital markets 
activities of FBOs since U.S. subsidiaries, at times, provide services to foreign affiliates 
to facilitate access to the U.S. capital markets. Reimbursements for these services would 
be subject to an operational risk capital charge under the proposal. This capital treatment 
could curtail FBOs' inyolvementlnthe U.S. capital markets as they may seek alternative 
- and potentially more expensive - mechanisms to access such markets. FBOs are an 
essential part of maintaining the competitiveness and strength of U.S. markets and should 
not be unduly impacted in their access to these markets.37 

JV. The Associations support the adoption ofaltenumve approaches to the 
calcukmon ofthe services component ofoperational risk capital requirement 
and an exclusion ofinter-affiliate reimbursements. The Agencies should also 
address the bromler over-calibranon ofoperational risk in the capital 
framework. 

For the reasons articulated above, the Agencies should not adopt the operational 
risk capital requirements for services-related income as proposed. Instead, the Agencies 
should adopt the following alternative approaches to the calculation of the services 
component: 

A. The Agencies should adopt an alternative approach to the calculation 
of the services component of operational risk. 

As proposed, the services component is not sufficiently calibrated to the modest 
risks associated with many of the fee.generating businesses that rely on and are important 
to the functioning of the U.S. capital markets in which banking organizations engage. It 
further fails to recognize the benefits that accrue to banking organizations, retail 
consumers (whether directly or indirectly) and other markets participants through 
banking organizations' involvement in fee-based businesses and activities. We therefore 
strongly encourage the Agencies to consider the proposed modifications to the 

31 Katie Kolcbiu, CFA and Carter McDowell, SIFMA Insigbu, The lmportonce ofFBOs to US Capital Markets (Apr.2019). 
httm1.tw.ww,sifM.org!w>-conteotluplows120l9J'll4lSlFMA-In~ights•1oo-lmw:tWJ£e-Qf-FBOt-to-US-Cspita1-Mmtv.oof. 
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calculation of the services component of the operational risk capital framework laid out 
in the BPI and ABA comment letter.38 

B. The Agencies should revise the services component calculation to 
largely exempt income from the reimbursement ofan expense from a 
parent entity. 

In addition to the above changes, the Agencies should revise the services 
component so that, to the extent that an expense is exempted from the services 
component calculation, the associated reimbursement for that expense from a parent 
entity would be excluded as well. Making this change would ensure the consistent 
treatment of income and expenses for internal transfer pricing transactions and common 
application of the rule, as well as avoid unduly penalizing IHCs based on their foreign 
banking entity sn·ucture. From a practical perspective, subjecting these inter-affiliate 
reimbursements to a capital charge could impact FBOs' participation in the U.S. capital 
markets, curtailing access, both in the United States and abroad, to these globally 
important markets. This alternative approach may help to mitigate these potential 
negative impacts. 

C. The Agencies should address the broader over-calibration of 
operational risk by modifying the approach to the stress testing of 
operational risk and making other changes to the proposal. 

As noted above, the Agencies should also address other drivers of the significant 
over-calibration of operational risk capital requirements, particularly for banks with 
broad-based business models where the services component is not the primary driver of 
operational risk RWAs. Specifically, the Federal Reserve should modify its approach to 
stress testing of operational risk to reduce the over-calibration of risks that will occur 
through the combined effect of the SCB and new minimum capital requirements. The 
Agencies should also consider the adjustments to the ILM and reductions in the 
coefficients within the BIC that are outlined in the BPI and ABA letter.39 

38 BPI and ABAjoint comment letter at 87-97. 

39 Id. at 86-87, 91-97. 
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SIFMA and FIA appreciate the Agencies' consideration of these comments and 
would be pleased to discuss our views in greater detail if it would assist with their 
deliberations on the Basel III endgame proposal. Please contact Peter Ryan at 
myan@sifma.org or at (202) 962-7452 and Jacqueline Mesa at jqiesa@:.fia.org or at (202) 
772-3040 if you wish to discuss the points raised in this letter further. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth E. Bentsen, Jr. 
President and CEO 
Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association 

WaltLukken 
President and CEO 
Futures Industry Association 
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